1989 regal sebring

The weight of the boat is lbs. While this runabout does have a hull made of fiberglass, it is
beneficial to keep the boat clean and dry by covering it properly while not in use. Good
maintenance and care can help your vessel stay in good condition and have a higher value at
resale. Applicable engine information has been included below since a boat needs reliable
power. Information on this page is provided to you as a free service of iboats. Because this
information has come from many sources we can not guarantee its accuracy. Even if this
information is the same as the original factory specs, boats are sometimes modified. Thus, for
safety and other reasons, it is a good idea to verify information here to make sure it matches up
with your boat. For additional information, we recommend the iboats forums and a boating
safety course. Engine Information: This boat may have come with the following or other engines
: In the interest of safety, never exceed the manufacturer's maximum horsepower rating for your
boat. Boating Tubes Boating is all about having fun. Boating tubes offer a lot of excitement and
fun. Tube sports can be rather extreme, so be sure to play it safe! Boat Seats If mildew, cracks,
and punctures are taking over those old boat seats, here are some seats to consider as
replacements. Life Jackets Safety on the water is a concern of all. With life jackets for adults,
women, youth, children, fishermen, and dogs, there all plenty of choices! Regal Boats Rub Rails
Get a brand new, great looking rub rail for your Regal Boat Trim Tabs These automatic trim tabs
are great, but you don't need to take our word for it. See what hundreds of boaters are saying
about them in the iboats forums. Information on this page has come from multiple third parties
and can not be guaranteed to be accurate. All rights reserved. If you get more speed, but the
same rpm, bingo you are on the right track. Now, if you find that your top speed of 30 mph is
corresponding to a lower rpm, for example, then go right to the engine, check it out for a
possible rebuild. You can also have your aluminum prop 'repitched,', although realistically it is
cheaper just to get another pitch prop than having a lot of custom work done on the prop. Here
is the reality, this boat is an entry level, high freeboard boat, 30 mph is probably about 8 to 10
mph down from top speed when new, so depending upon how you are using your boat, 30 mph
tops speed is not that bad. But if you are not happy with that, then start trying other
combinations. Good luck. All that stuff you carry that's not necessary. You want to get the prop
that uses all of the engine output, torque, without over revving the engine. You also want the
most efficient prop. All props have slip Stock engines cad be made more efficient. But it takes a
really good mechanic to know what's possible. There are even ways to "wax your hull , much
like a snow ski, that will add performance. Trending News. Tiger Woods seriously injured in
rollover car crash. Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. Pat Sajak called out for
mocking contestant. FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying surge. COVID pushes some with
eating disorders to get help. Answer Save. Richard C Lv 7. Still have questions? Get your
answers by asking now. The boat weighs approximately pounds with an empty fuel tank and
without any gear or passengers. Despite the fiberglass hull on this runabout, we recommend
that the boat be kept dry and covered in order to preserve the value of the boat. Proper care and
regular maintenance can help your craft stay nice and increase resale value. We have included
some engine information since a boat isn't much good without a good, reliable source of power.
Information on this page is provided to you as a free service of iboats. Because this information
has come from many sources we can not guarantee its accuracy. Even if this information is the
same as the original factory specs, boats are sometimes modified. Thus, for safety and other
reasons, it is a good idea to verify information here to make sure it matches up with your boat.
For additional information, we recommend the iboats forums and a boating safety course.
Engine Information: This boat may have come with the following or other engines : In the
interest of safety, never exceed the manufacturer's maximum horsepower rating for your boat.
Boating Tubes Boating is all about having fun. Boating tubes offer a lot of excitement and fun.
Tube sports can be rather extreme, so be sure to play it safe! Boat Seats If mildew, cracks, and
punctures are taking over those old boat seats, here are some seats to consider as
replacements. Life Jackets Safety on the water is a concern of all. With life jackets for adults,
women, youth, children, fishermen, and dogs, there all plenty of choices! Regal Boats Rub Rails
Get a brand new, great looking rub rail for your Regal Boat Trim Tabs These automatic trim tabs
are great, but you don't need to take our word for it. See what hundreds of boaters are saying
about them in the iboats forums. Information on this page has come from multiple third parties
and can not be guaranteed to be accurate. All rights reserved. Pull the motor because it had
water in oil. Motor still out. Sold As Is. Has a cuddy with stove and sink. Has a bathroom with
sink and shower head. Has a freshwater system. Also has an aft bedroom cabin underneath the
cockpit. Comes with a V-bunk float on tandem-axle trailer. Captain's chair, passenger pad, and
cuddy cabin cushions are all redone. Also has a full Snap-on camper. New heads pistons cam it
was a complete rebuild extreamly fast boat hit 79 with 3 people and a full tank of gas. Runs
good. Has had points and condenser, coil and voltage regulator replaced this year. It has been

maintained, winterized oil changed every year. We have replaced the floor and put in new
carpeting. We bought a new boat so this project came t. Good condition. Owner selling due to
health. Call for more details. Nice Clean Boat! Plenty of power with Twin 5. Roomy Layout in the
Cockpit as well as the Cabin with 10'6" Beam. Nice Teak Swim Platform with Ladder. This boat
was made in and has a Hull ID. Im selling my regal boat. Its a Great for crusing or watersports.
Plenty of power for all the fun with a 3. Alpah one outdrive. All new gears and rebuild on the
outdrive 2 years ago. Brand new prop and fuel system this year. Pump and all lines replaced to
the carb. Carburator was rebuilt. Runs like a top. Oil changes every season on both outdrive
and engine. Boat needs new starboard bellows replaced. Comes with use of Shell Point mooring
til end of season. Approx hours. Newly installed battery charger. Perfect boat for St. This project
may be for you. I will no longer have a place to store her anymore. I have no time to finish her.
Here are some highlights. The gelcoat on hull sides maintains a high gloss finish Due for a good
compoun. I have a regal Commodore 28ft with twin 5. Great boat. Mercury V6 4. Runs good but
Had water in oil. Changed oil and ran it for 15 minutes. Oil level went up a bit. Not too milky
Might have internal crack in exhaust manifold. Exterior good condition, interior ok to nice. Some
seats are cracked. Priced to sell! The boat is in good shape with a cuddy cabin that is big
enough to sleep in. It comes with life vest and a full cover. Converted to center console work
boat. Has a Fountain arch. Has plenty of power. Doesn't burn oil. Drive is in good condition.
Does not come with trailer. Call Eric with any questions at five seven three four three four one.
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Regal Sebring with 4. Thread starter Chris Start date Jan 24, Chris Senior Chief Petty Officer.
Joined Jan 24, Messages Hello fellow boaters. I'm in the process of looking into purchasing a
used Regal Sebring. My parents had a boat when I was younger and would like to pass on the
tradition to my kids. I repair most of the things on my cars and rebuild an older Honda from the
ground up. So besides fixing some things on an older boat don't scare me. Is it advisable to buy
an older boat like this? The interior upholstery is new. Maybe 2 years old. This indicates that
somebody spend money on the boat and wouldn't do so if it was not worth it. What's your take?
I can probably get it for less than 2k. Joined Jul 7, Messages 13, Welcome aboard Chris: You
can never really guess at why someone does something, and frankly the quality with which they
do it. You just have to inspect as best as you can. Old boats don't particularly scare me, but
realize that with age - anything requires care. The price is completely dependent on condition
and the market you're in. There's a great checklist HERE you can use to go over the boat. I
highly recommend a test drive with it to see how it does on the water. I'm further north. So most
lakes are frozen right now and the boat is winterized. If it looks ok, then I would want to have it
run on a hose to see if the block has cracks and there are no other surprises. I will check for rot
on the transom and stringers since it is an older boat. I don't know if it has been fixed before. I
hope I get more answers by saturday when I look at it. Thanks for the link. Scott Danforth
Grumpy old guy who plays with boats. Joined Jul 23, Messages 34, Think of it like replacing all
the structural components within the outer painted sheet metal of your honda. I personally dont
advise buying that old of a fiberglass boat as your first boat. Blind Date Chief Petty Officer.
Joined Mar 5, Messages It will most likely have some rot somewhere. But that doesn't
necessarily mean the boat has to be gutted and rebuilt. It may have another decade of use
before it get's bad enough that it needs to be addressed. I'll use that boat next summer and for a
number of seasons after just the way it is. I will check the bellows and the hull for cracks.
Making sure all the instruments work. I believe that even 6 year old boats need alot of work if
not take care of and cost just as much to repair. So a lower prices boat might not be too much
of a value loss over time. Joined Aug 2, Messages 4, I like the look of that boat for an 80's boat.
It looks more substantial than a lot of the older boats I still see on our lake. My issue, I suppose
is the amount of work that an older boat like that will likely require in the form of your time.

There is just no time to spend on rehab. Joined Nov 22, Messages 2, Blind Date said:. I agree, 2k
for a boat, if you get three years out of it your on top. Looked at it today. Seats are not the
newest anymore. Tears in the seams. It's not the 4. The woman that posted this add has clearly
no idea about boats. Said she has receipts from the marina on what was done to it. Tires need
to be replaced. Otherwise it seems ok for it's age. Read up on the motor. Not recommended for
a first boat. They have a stator with a closed cooling system. Easy to winterize and even easier
to over heat. Personally I would keep on looking. As some will tell you here look for a outboard
or at least a 4. The big problem with the 3. Last edited: Feb 4, QBhoy Rear Admiral. Joined Mar
10, Messages 4, Scott Danforth said:. Joined Jan 14, Messages The hull and gelcoat are in very
good condition. The floor was a little soft around the ski locker. The rest of the floor is solid. I
will be putting a new deck on it, and most likely new foam. From what I have seen taking the gas
tank out, the boat is built very well. Mine has the Mercruiser 3. I agree that it's a very good
looking boat for the era. I'll be going through this boat inside and out, let me know if I can help
with anything. You must log in or register to reply here. Boat is in Gainesville, Georgia. Boat is
in Great River, New York. Single Engine Diesel. Private sale No brokers. Boat is in Olympia,
Washington. This Ranger bass-boat is a one owner boat. It was fully loaded when new, has been
meticulously maintained and all systems have been updated with the latest new gear This
luxury Sumerset houseboat is a one-owner boat which was built to our specs and delivered by
Sumerset to us at Lake Powell. The sellers are a Boat is located in Marquette, Michigan. Boat is
in Robertsdale, Alabama. One bad engine and one good engine. Comes with gps and a bottom
machine. Built in ice box and deep well. Contact Name Boat Location: Blue Hill, Maine. Great
daysailer and weekender. Good family boat. Has a roomy cockpit, 4 bunks, and outboard
auxiliary in a well. Sails: New mainsail. Hank-on genoa and working jib, and spinnaker all in
Boat Location: Miami Shores, Florida. Includes new Custom boat and engines covers and
BiminiT-Top canvas. Original one owner. Engines have hours. Last serviced in March Bottom
painted in and is cleaned monthly. Boat Location: Fresno, California. Never in water more than 7
days, stored on trailer in a fully enclosed barn. Please contact owner Scott at Web Promotion
Rocket â€” Now you see it, now you don't! Get boats via RSS. Boat Search ex: Miami or
Sailboat. Latest Boats Bryant Boat is located in Tuckerton, New Jersey. Up for sale is a great
Regal Sebring Cuddy Cabin. This boat has never seen saltwater. Comes with roller trailer.
Bimini Top. Top Advertiser Sell your used boat on the most popular used boat site on the
internet! Never a commission! Sell it fast! Check out our testimonials! Boat is in Gainesville,
Georgia. Boat is in Great River, New York. Single Engine Diesel. Private sale No brokers. Boat is
in Olympia, Washington. This Ranger bass-boat is a one owner boat. It was fully loaded when
new, has been meticulously maintained and all systems have been updated with the latest new
gear This luxury Sumerset houseboat is a one-owner boat which was built to our specs and
delivered by Sumerset to us at Lake Powell. The sellers are a Boat is located in Marquette,
Michigan. Boat is in Robertsdale,
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Alabama. One bad engine and one good engine. Comes with gps and a bottom machine. Built
in ice box and deep well. Contact Name Boat Location: Blue Hill, Maine. Great daysailer and
weekender. Good family boat. Has a roomy cockpit, 4 bunks, and outboard auxiliary in a well.
Sails: New mainsail. Hank-on genoa and working jib, and spinnaker all in Boat Location: Miami
Shores, Florida. Includes new Custom boat and engines covers and BiminiT-Top canvas.
Original one owner. Engines have hours. Last serviced in March Bottom painted in and is
cleaned monthly. Boat Location: Fresno, California. Never in water more than 7 days, stored on
trailer in a fully enclosed barn. Click the picture to see more pictures of this boat. Web
Promotion Rocket â€” Now you see it, now you don't! Get boats via RSS. Boat Search ex: Miami
or Sailboat. Latest Boats Bryant Top Advertiser Sell your used boat on the most popular used
boat site on the internet! Never a commission! Sell it fast! Check out our testimonials!

